Campie Parent Council Meeting 9th December 2015
Laura Munro (Chair), Pauline McKay (HT), Sara McCann, Alison Elgin (DHT) Ailsa Duncan,
Nadine Lowrey, Colin Liddell , Stuart Jackson, Fraser McAllister (Councillor), Susan
Heaton, Claire Patterson, Fiona Erskine, Hazel Sayers, Tansy Main,
Lesley Steedman (clerk)
Shona Blakely, John Williamson, Elizabeth Hunter, Jacqui Campbell, Mike Williams,
Richard Cook

Attending

Apologies

Serial
1.

Agenda Item
Welcome &
Apologies

2.

Minutes of
last meeting
Matters
arising

3.

4.

Head
Teacher’s
report

Action
The Chair welcomed all to the meeting and issued apologies given.
No issues were raised and the minutes were approved by Sara and
Stuart.
Flora Tubs – decided to leave as guidelines not clear for use.
PA system is here and being kept safe in staff base.
1+2 language presentation was shared for the wider community by
the Comms team.
Burma/CDC partnership still to be discussed.
Head Teachers Report
4.1 Staffing
Some posts have been filled but P1 teacher recruitment still
ongoing.
4.2 Home Learning Consultation
From start of next term a responsive Homework Sheet will go
home to work alongside homework that will allow challenges
where required but ensure minimum expectations are also met.
There will be opportunities for children to share in the classroom
their home learning experiences and this may be highlighted on
the sheets.
Homework will be responsive and varied and not always paper
based and where appropriate with support and help from
reference leaflets and materials.

4.3 Health and Well Being General Audit.
This is a cluster wide audit and B Blackie will collate the Campie
results and respond for Campie.
4.4 What You Say Counts
Alison Elgin spoke about this initiative which is looking at ways to
support numeracy at home through real life experiences and to
support parents/carers to promote a more positive mindset in
relation to numeracy with their children
It provides help with everyday learning with numbers for daily life
and gives useful sites for extra curricular learning. Any Feedback is
actively encouraged.
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5.

Sub Group
Reports

Fundraising Team
With the imminent onset of the Xmas fair, lots was spoken about
help required etc.
Cauliflower Cards – thanks to Sara McCann and Linda Borthwick for
their hard work and £350 has been raised.
CIN – although not fundraising for PC – was a great day and
parents were thanked for their help with teas and coffees.
Tesco Grants – Shona Blakely has applied for these for the willow
garden and is working with Elizabeth Hunter for this and the other
3 grant proposals spoken about previously.
Comms Team
Newsletter was issued and the Shared Consultation Plan for Young
People.
ELC Budget also to be shared to wider community.

6.

Treasurer’s
report

Playground Report – postponed until January 2016.

Comms
Team
E Hunter

Subgroup descriptions - postponed until January 2016
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Paid out a few outstanding items and receipts etc requested for
Fair that hadn’t been handed in so balance about £5,700.
Requests for Funding
Murray Banks asked for a donation like last year for his Cash For
Kids Christmas Jumper Day – agreed to donate a little bit to round
it up.
The Library has requested a donation to help with stationary,
media cubes, bookstands and tidying. There may be some
donations received for equipment to keep costs down but it was
thought and suggested by Laura Munro that some of the
Cauliflower Cards money could be given over to the library and this
was agreed upon.

7.

Parental
Involvement
Survey.

Discussion about the results from this and how low the uptake
was, even though it had been shared widely.
Different ways to communicate and what should be communicated
were high on the list of comments.
This will be looked into by the school and then issue guidance on
some things like contacting teachers etc.

8.

Eventbrite

Carried over until Jan 2016

9.

Tabled
Information

Circulated and encouraged to share and pass on.

10.

ELAPCM
Update

11.

AOB

The last meeting held a GIRFEC presentation and information
about Esafety and Laura Munro fedback on the details of this.
Minutes from this are circulated to the wider community for
perusal.
Nadine Lowrey talked about the key being lost and needing a
locksmith
Fraser McAllister spoke about the feedback from the latest
Police/Fire/Rescue Committee where the PLO was discussed and
the support from the majority of the schools in the cluster
(excepting the Burgh School).
He also spoke about the 3 Wishes campaign by the Hollies and
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Shona
Blakely

11.

Date of next
meeting

asked for this to be shared with the wider community.
Fiona Erskine spoke about the parking issues around the school –
discussion led about how to manage this and Pauline McKay spoke
about using the Parksmart Campaign where the children lead the
safe ideas and pass them onto parents.
Ailsa Duncan brought up feedback from the playground about not
always being given access to the parents room, it was suggested
parents can head along and try to see if busy or not.
Stuart Jackson asked about the camera at the After School Club – is
it videoing or just for access. If constant videoing then will need a
sign, this will be looked into.
Hazel Sayers asked about the possibility of something like the
‘Daily Mile’ – a daily exercise initiative that more schools are
getting into. This was discussed and the benefits recognised and
felt it was a good idea! Watch this space!
Lara Munro highlighted that Elizabeth Hunter would like now to be
an official voting member and having checked this was possible,
she was voted in and accepted onto the PC.
She also suggested that Val McIntyre will come along to discuss the
role of the PC at the next meeting for all the new members.
Tansy Main asked about the ongoing discussion regarding the new
Secondary School and Housing Proposals which F McAllister gave a
little more information on but that it will go back to investigation.
Next meeting is 19th January 2016.
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